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Cattle on Feed Breakdown 
Ahead of major reports, we like to suggest our students study pre-release or trade estimates to 
get an idea of what to expect. Then, they can observe any change in prices as the markets 
react to new information from the reports. Before last week’s Cattle on Feed report, I studied 
the trade estimates to see they were rational, that is, did they make sense? The average of 
estimates for cattle on feed on September 1 was 103.4. When the report came out, the number 
was 11.4 million head, suggesting a slight disconnect. However, the estimates are usually a 
percent of the prior year’s figures. NASS rounds their stated percentage changes to whole 
numbers too, so one needs to use more detail to assess any disparity. 
 
Thus, the 103.4 estimate was implying that this year’s figure would be 103.4 percent of the 
2019 level of 10,982 (1,000 head). The range of estimates was 102.2 to 103.9, which when 
translated back to levels meant 11,224 to 11,410 (1,000 head). Now, it seems unlikely anyone 
would provide such an odd or precise forecast amount. The odds are that somebody forecast 
11,200 and it was rounded to 102.2 (or something like that). We observe the rounded 
outcomes of the prior year’s level, not the raw forecasted level. Regardless, this is the 
convention that is followed. The on feed estimate suggested a level above last year and 
consistent with moving through the COVID-19 disruptions from spring 2020. It made sense. 
 
Were the estimates internally consistent? In other words, did the consensus placements and 
marketings align with the on feed estimate? The placements were estimated at 105.9 percent 
of last year’s placements. The range was 100.8 to 110.0, which is commonly wide as 
placements are relatively hard to forecast. Analysts can observe feeder cattle sales, but those 
do not have to all be bought by feedlots. Applying the average level to last year’s 1,884 
(1,000 head) implied 1,995 this year. The marketings were estimated at 96.6, with a range of 
95.7 to 97.5. Marketings tend to track with observed slaughter levels so the range is 
commonly narrow. Applying the average level to last year’s 1,953 (1,000 head) implied 1,887 
this year. Start with the August 1 level on feed of 11,284, add the placements and subtract the 
marketings to reach 11,392. Then pause for a second and take off [my guess at the un-
estimated] other disappearance of 50 (1,000 head) to obtain 11,342. That is pretty consistent 
with the estimated on feed level of 11,355. 
 
The actual placements, at 2,057, are 109.2 percent of last August, higher than the average 
estimate and within the range of estimates. The actual marketings, at 1,892, are 96.9 percent 
of last August, also higher than the average estimate and within the range of estimates. The 
actual other disappearance was 55 and the actual on feed total was 11,394 or 103.8 percent of 
last September 1. No big surprises, but the placements were fairly close to the high end of the 
estimates. The placements were sharply higher for the 800-899 lbs weight class. These factors 
would likely be seen as pressuring feeder cattle futures prices. 
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The Markets 
The markets finished mostly higher for the week. In the cash trade, fed cattle and boxed beef 
prices were higher. Feeder cattle prices were mixed across weight classes and locations. Corn 
prices were lower for the week. Cattle futures prices have been fairly steady in recent weeks. 
 

    Week of Week of Week of 
Data Source: USDA‐AMS Market News    9/25/20 9/18/20 9/27/19 

5-Area Fed 
Steer  

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $114.85  $103.54  $104.93  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $184.78  $163.25  $165.29  

Boxed Beef 

Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $216.87  $215.87  $214.51  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $9.98  $10.70  $24.40  

700-800 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $148.78  $144.64  $149.65  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $152.04  $151.41  $149.27  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $141.16  $143.61  $146.03  

500-600 lb. 
Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $156.98  $152.50  -- 

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $166.08  $166.07  $161.11  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $147.22  $148.88  $148.67  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $3.52  $3.61  $3.67  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $141.58  $155.50  $141.00  

 
 
 
 
 


